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Video On Demand technology is rapidly becoming one of the most crucial tool aspects of teaching and learning for higher education. Video on demand is used by students in learning their subject matters. It help student to manage their time and place in studies style. Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia (UTHM) has initiated and decided to create his own platform of providing video-on-demand, e-learning video on demand and live telecasts via internet famously known as University Campus Interactive TV (UCiTV). UCiTV has provided numbers of streaming server to support the digital contents. The servers are categorized into video on demand and e-learning video on demand. There are also others server that located at different places which is belongs to other department and faculties. With multiple servers and multiple video on demand, it is quite difficult to manage the media in proper manner. This where a centralized management system is needs to help them to managing and indexing all the digital media into single platform. System also cans effectiveness in searching specific media from various servers within the campus.
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CHAPTER 1

PROJECT OVERVIEW

1.1 Introduction

Video streaming is one method to present moving image in sequence with voice which is sent out through the network in compressed form and displayed by the end user’s media player as they arrive. With video streaming, a Web's user do not have to wait to download complete a large file before see the video. On the other hand, the media actually is sent continuously (streaming) and played as it arrives.

The media player is a special program that uncompressed and receives video data for display. Video Streaming can be sent of prerecorded video files (Video on demand), or can be send a real time video as part of a live broadcast. In live broadcast, the video signal is being compressed into digital signal and transmits continuously from streaming server through viewer’s player.

Therefore it is important for any educational project to take into consideration on video streaming. This greatly enhances user experience, helps to better transmit knowledge and gives a more personal touch to distance education and e-learning.
Both students and lecturers can take advantage of this kind of technology during the learning stage, as well as for complementing socialization purposes [1].

University Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia has taken initiative to develop Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) infrastructure for campus citizen usages. One unit has been established known as University Campus Interactive TV (UCiTV) to lead on IPTV development.

Video on demand in UTHM is more consist on campus events, documentary and learning video. E-learning video on demand is video that combine with the interactive element. This video is deals on the lecturers, seminars, workshops and presentation. Live telecasts is a live video feeds to the network and broadcast to the end user. This live telecasts is captured live events within the campus and also provide the campus citizen with the local broadcasts radio station and television.

UCiTV has fully utilized their network infrastructure to apply the IPTV technology for university benefit. This IPTV technology is developed to increase and enhance the quality of teaching and learning in the campus. UCiTV also aim to provide the best service to the university community through quality video on demand streaming.

The main goals of IPTV development are to provide knowledge-sharing and enhancing knowledge dissemination via video online. With this system, students are able to access and watch online video lectures in interactive form and it can be utilized 24 hours. Viewer can also use video on demand and the concept of video streaming enable viewers to watch live telecast on any event in the university and they can be accessed continuously. These enable more interactive utilizations by the users/viewers. The quality of UCiTV depends on the content provider, networking service maintenance, infrastructure, data presenting and user’s interests.
Presently, UCiTV have been produce about 767 of video on demand, 10 of live broadcast media and 700 e-learning video on demand. This value is keep increasing during demanding on recording the lecture, campus event, seminar and workshop inside and outside the campus.

UCiTV has provided numbers of streaming server to support the digital contents. The servers are categorized into video on demand and e-learning video on demand. There are also others server that located at different places which is belongs to other department and faculties. With the multiple servers and multiple video on demand, it is quite difficult to manage the media in proper manner. This where a centralized management system is needs to help them to managing and indexing all the digital media into single platform. System also can search specific media from various servers within the campus.

1.2 The Background of the Study

The figure 1.1 shows, the digital media stored in different category of streaming server and it also belong to the different users. All the media need through the same process before it stored in the streaming server. The process is shown in figure 1.2.
Figure 1.1: Video archiving stored in multiple dedicated streaming server

Figure 1.2: Process in distributing multimedia sources through streaming server
Each departments or faculties have their credibility at making their own teaching and learning video productions. They are free to record and do editing. Edited video need to upload into the streaming server according to media title, media type and media owner. The uploading process is using the FTP method or windows sharing (windows based server). To make sure the video can be achieved by user, admin need to create a publishing point for each video uploaded. Then the hyperlinks of the publishing point need to be distributing on the web page for user to get accessed.

Caused of need server more than one, is difficult on behalf of admin in UCiTV to regulate supervise all video material added another with diversity from aspect types video. Concerning on how to manage media contents, this study will develop a web base system which is centralized managing, maintaining, delivering, reporting and tracking process for all media contents.

Due to server requirement more than one, there are very complicated for UCiTV’s admin to supervise all the video contents with the diversity of video type. Concerning on how to manage the media, this study will develop a web base system which are centralized the managing, maintaining, delivering, reporting and tracking process for all the media contents.

1.3 Problem Statement

The problem statements of this project are

a) “How to develop a web based system that can manage digital media contents from multiple streaming servers in web based environment”.

b) “How to categorize and index the digital media”.
1.4 Objective of The Project

The objectives of the project are:
1. To provide categorize option of the digital media.
2. To study and analyze the suitable metadata and parameters for searching approach.
3. To develop a prototype of web based system that can manage the digital media contents and distributing the media through the web.

1.5 Scope of The Project

This study will be done for University Campus Interactive TV (UCiTVP), Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia, Parit Raja, Batu Pahat, Johor, Malaysia.

From the research, this project will be focused on the following area:
1. Identify parameters from the digital media and streaming server.
2. Text based searching method.
3. Media ranking.
4. Media sorting.
5. Media information.
6. Media comment and discussion.
7. Sharing media with friend
8. Covers on windows version applications.
9. Test the application
1.6 Importance of The Project

By implementing the Video On Demand Management System For E-Learning, researcher hope that it can support faster video distributing for the organization. It will help the administrator for creating, managing, maintaining, delivering and tracking the web-base media contents. Some benefits of the system for administrator, registered user and guest are:

1. Administrator (Super Admin)
   i. Manage user.
   ii. Generate reports.
   iii. Manage media contents.
   iv. Manage media categories.

2. Registered User (Admin)
   i. Generate specific reports.
   ii. Manage media categories.
   iii. Manage media contents on dedicated server.

3. Client
   i. Easy to navigate digital media contents.
   ii. Searching media contents with specific criteria.
   iii. Discussion on published media.
   iv. Quality improvement in teaching & learning.

In overall, hopefully this project will give big impact on university ranking in providing free knowledge information especially in to fulfill the standards requirement of Webomatric.
1.7 Chapter Summary

In this first chapter, a brief introduction and background of the project has been given. From the background of the project, we can see why this project should be implemented and benefit gained by the project not also for the administrator but also for the end users. By developing the project hopefully can achieve the objectives aimed.
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